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OPEC+ Producers reportedly agreed to increase production by 400,000 barrels a day, moving to restore capacity 
they cut at the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Wall Street Journal first reported. OPEC said Sunday that the 
cartel and its allies agreed to begin increasing oil production in August, with the goal of eliminating a 5.8 million 
barrel-per-day cut by September 2022. The United Arab Emirates, which had objected to a previous plan to phase 
out production cuts because it wanted to increase its baseline for oil production, expressed its support for the deal. 

Economists surveyed this month by the WSJ, on average, estimated that the economy expanded at a 9.1% seasonally 
adjusted annual rate in the April-to-June period. That would mark the second-fastest pace since 1983. The survey 
respondents see growth cooling to a 7% pace in the third quarter and drifting down to a 3.3% rate in the second 
quarter of 2022. But that burst of economic growth is starting to slow, economists say. “We’ve moved into the 
more moderate phase of expansion,” said Ellen Zentner, chief U.S. economist at Morgan Stanley. 

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) said Thursday that he intends to hold a vote to begin debate on 
the bipartisan infrastructure framework on Wednesday. While a group of bipartisan senators agreed to the plan 
generally a few weeks ago, no legislative text has been released yet on either infrastructure measure. Wednesday is 
also the deadline Schumer has set for Senate Democrats to determine the final terms of their $3.5-trillion budget 
package. Republicans and Democrats were still working on details over the weekend and said they weren’t sure if 
they would meet the midweek deadline. Republican senators working to negotiate a bipartisan, $1.2-trillion 
bipartisan infrastructure bill are ditching plans to strengthen enforcement at the Internal Revenue Service to pay 
for the legislation, Senator Rob Portman (R-Ohio) said Sunday. Meanwhile, President Joe Biden hosts the kind, 
queen and crown prince of Jordan at the White House.
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Upcoming Reports
Export Inspections – Today, 10:00 am
Crop Progress – Today, 3:00 pm
EIA Report – Tomorrow, 10:00 am
USDA Export Sales – Thursday, 7:30 am
Commitments of Traders –Friday, 2:30 
pm
Indices and Futures
Index Last Change
Dow Fut 34,048 -1.49%
S&P Fut 4,265 -1.25%
Nasdaq Fut 14,532 -0.94%
Nikkei 27,405 -1.49%
FTSE100 6,773 -2.27%
DAX 15,763 -2.52%
Shanghai 5,113 +0.37%

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: Upper-level high pressure bubbles within the central U.S. into at least early August, leaving western areas hot and eastern areas near 
to slightly warmer than normal over the next two weeks. Waves of energy flow along the edge of the high to produce some showers and t-storms within the 
northeast quarter to third of corn and soybeans through then, and possibly within a wider area next week, but most areas are likely to be drier than normal as a 
combination of unfavorable low-level winds, warm upper-level temperatures, and smoke-filled skies each prevent t-storms that form from organizing into large 
and heavy clusters. Rain is not immediately needed with the 7-state Corn Belt already wetter than the 30 driest Julys since 1895 with more than 10 days to go. 

Weekend rains once again favored southern and eastern areas of the Midwest, though some rains did fall in north-central North Dakota and the Central Plains. 
Weather was dry in other areas of the western Corn Belt. As expected, temperatures climbed well into the 90s for the Dakotas, with Montana recording 
temperatures in the 100s F. Through Thursday, any moisture that occurs for the Pacific Northwest, the Northern and Central Plains or Midwest are expected to 
be too light or brief to counter evaporative moisture losses, with temperatures expected to remain anomalously hot in the northern Plains, according to World 
Weather Inc. More seasonable temperatures are likely for the Midwest, though the western Corn Belt should see temperatures creep into the 90s later this week. 
Rainfall is expected heading into the weekend for central and eastern Minnesota, Wisconsin and parts of Michigan to the Ohio River Valley, according to World 
Weather, but it says net drying will continue elsewhere, including most of the western Corn Belt.

China imported 3.75 MMT of corn during June, up 305% from year-ago, according to data released by the General Administration of Customs. That pushes its 
year-to-date (YTD) imports to 15.3 MMT, a 319% surge from year-ago. Its wheat imports at 750,000 MT for June were a bit behind year-ago, but its YTD 
imports of 5.37 MMT are up 60% from last year at this point. The country also brought in 1 MMT of barley and 1.1 MMT of sorghum during June, a 100% and 
61% jump from June 2020, respectively. Halfway through the year, China has imported 5.65 MMT of barley and 4.79 MMT of sorghum, which is up 131% and 
169% from year-ago, respectively. Also of note, customs data shows China imported 340,000 MT of pork during June, a 14% dip from year-ago. But its YTD 
imports at 2.3 MMT are 8.5% ahead of last year’s strong showing.

Chinese live hog prices “May continue to rebound in stages for a period of time,” Wan Jinsong, head of the price department under the National Development 
and Reform Commission, told reporters. Fewer pigs were born in January and February, which should lead to a drop in the number of hogs slaughtered in July 
and August, according to Wan. Outbreaks of ASF over the winter accelerated slaughter, weighting heavily on prices during the second quarter and in turn 
triggering panic selling by producers. But prices have risen 15% since the start of June, with China making some domestic pork prices for the first time since 2019. 
The country plans to buy another 20,000 MT of frozen pork for its state reserves on July 21, the country announced Sunday. China’s National Development and 
Reform Commission says it will work with related planners to intensify regulatory measures meant to prevent major swings in hog prices as necessary.

On Sunday, China’s Sichuan province said it had detected ASF in piglets being illegally transported from other provinces. Province officials also said it had not 
had any reports of the virus within Sichuan this year. That differs dramatically from what others in the industry are saying.

Over the weekend, Germany confirmed a third case of African swine fever on a farm in the country’s eastern state of Brandenburg. The latest case was on a small 
farm within the restriction zone where the disease is common among wild boar. Late last week, the state confirmed the disease was present in two nearby farms. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ruled on Friday in favor of environmental groups who argued against the U.S. government's 
conclusion that biofuel blending obligations posed no danger to species' habitats. The Environmental Protection Agency decides on the amount of biofuels that 
oil refiners must blend into their fuel each year, per the U.S. Renewable Fuel Standard. The United States started the program to help farmers and boost the 
country's energy independence. Corn-based ethanol's effect on carbon dioxide emissions depends on how the biofuel is made and whether indirect impacts on 
land use are considered, according to the Energy Information Administration. The court found that the EPA violated the Endangered Species Act by failing to 
consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service before ruling on biofuel blending obligations for 2019.

Over the weekend, Argentina announced it would create a $10.4 million fund to help ease pain associated with low water levels along the country’s key Parana 
River. The money is intended to help provinces and communities that depend on the river. Last week, the Rosario grains exchange estimated the shallowness of 
the Parana River would cost grain farmers and exporters nearly $315 million in the six-month stretch ending in August, with vessels forced to reduce loading. 
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